We consider an exchangeably weighted bootstrap of the general functionindexed empirical process. We find sufficient conditions on the bootstrap weights for the c~ntral limit theorem to hold for the bootstrapped empirical process, almost surely and in probability. The results resemble those of Gine and Zinn (1990) for Efron's bootstrap. As a corollary we obtain a result on the almost sure convergence in distribution of the Efron-bootstrapped empirical process with arbitrary sample size. A large number of bootstrap resampling schemes emerge as special cases of our results.
in which applications to statistics are listed. others, tree-structured classification and regression, and projection pursuit regression.
For the simple case stated above, Donsker's theorem (see Billingsley (1968) or Shorack and vVelln.er (1986) ) states that the empirical process converges in distribution to a Brownian bridge on [0, 1] . The same holds for the function-indexed empirical process as follows: A P-Brownian bridge process Gp is a O-mean Gaussian process indexed by F with covariance function Cov(Gp(f) ,Gp(g)) Pfg -PfPg, f,g E F.
Let pp be the pseudometric L 2 (P) by p~U,g) == VarU(X) g(X)) = P(U -g)2) -PU _ g)2.
If there a vel'SlOln Gp of a P -Brownian OrIap;.e, lIlae:x:ea by F, which has bounded and pp-uniformly
F is
We that F is P-Donsker or, that FE CLT(P), if F is -P) :::} <00 IS eO'l11\'ahmt to for almost all ,....
question about the validity of bootstrap a aut;hoJrs also proved "in probability" C011VE~rl!:len(;e that nTh,p"p M n I'V Multn(n, (n-\ ... ,n-1 )). As observed by Efron (1982) , section 9.4, pages 71-'72, this suggests that there are, in fact, not just one but several ways to bootstrap: let W = (vVnj,j = 1···, n, n = 1,2,···) denote a triangular array of nonnegative random variables with 2::/;=1 W nj = n; then (1.1) dejtin~~s a weighted bootstrap errlpIl1c.:tl eX(;J:lang(~at)le W'el!!l1ts to (l1stm~;U1l'll1 we (X, X, P), and we take (0,0, Pr x ) = (X, X, p)N.
The notation Xi will the data are considered fixed; a typical example would be Ell nth",,,,,,, the expectation is· over t1, ... ,tn, while in II tjlixjH the "', tn and , ,
For li > 0 fixed, we Germe the seminorm 11·llp(pp,6) on 1
We furthermore assume that the collection :F possesses enough measurability for randomization with iid multipliers to be possible; such a of conditions is :F E NLDM(P), and :F 2 ,:F'2 E N LSM(P) in the terminology of Gine and Zinn (1984 ), (1986 ), (1990 Rubin (1981) and Lo (1987) . When the Ii's are iid Gamma(4, 1) (so that the lVndn are equivalent to 4-spacings from a sample of 4n -1 Uniform(0,1) random variables), this "iid-weighted" bootstrap is second order equivalent to Efron's multinomial bootstrap for bootstrapping the sample mean, as noted by Weng (1989) by "sampling from the sample": draw a bootstrap sample (~:\:"b"" X n ) with replacement from the observed data (XI, , X n ), and draw subsequently with replacement a new sample of size n from (X ll ,X n ). It follows that the resulting
, ... , n n M n where M n rv Multn(n, (n-1 , ... , n-1 )). we prove that the double bootstrap weights satisfy BI-B3 with c 2 = 2. (a + l)/a. construction remark 3.1 is an example of an interesting class of bootstrap weights which are generated from a deterministic array by permuting the elements randomly. EXAMPLE 3.6. A bootstrap generated from deterministic weights. Let w = (wnj,j 1,···,n,n = 1,2,"') be a deterministic sequence of nonnegative numbers such that Wnj n for all n. Let R n be a random permutation uniformly distributed on lIn. The following result uses Hoeffding's inequality to bound the expectation of the randomly permuted sum by the expectation of a quantity related to the Efronbootstrapped empirical process. 
This definition of the vector of antiranks of 6,' .. ,en is one of many which is not ambiguous in the presence of ties. Let further R be a random permutation uniformly distributed on lIn and independent of ({, S). 
(4.14)
Since finally we have the bound O.
----? where the last line follows by Markov's inequality and exchangeability. By (4.23) it follows that (4.27) can be made arbitrarily small by picking € small which proves (4.26).
We now strenghten (4.26) to an a1IIJlOSll sure the {m} of natural numbers we can by a diagonal extract a further subsequence {md such that (4.28)
Since the sum in the left side of (4.26) is monotonely decreasing in T, it follows from (4.28) that along the sequence {mk}
We can also assume that (4.2.5) holds almost surely along the subsequence {mk}' p=l To be precise, we must find a set no of full measure such that for any w E no the convergence in (5.33) holds for every function </ > of the form (5.34). Under the hypothesis (2.4) the class of products of functions in :F is a Glivenko-Cantelli class for P, ie. 
Apply lemma 4.1 to (5.37) for fixed n with ej = Wnj, and Zj =8 xj -lP~(which may be regarded as deterministic since w is fixed) to get the following bound, which holds for n and no < n:
where Nj«k -no)/2n),j 1, ... , n By Jensen's inequality and closecLness can m.crease simple), the syuflmcetnzed Poisson((k -no)/2n). convolution we m2LttE~r of keeping notation (5.41 )
Let C1,'" ,Cn be iid Rademacher random variables, independent of the symmetrized Poisson variables. Then it holds by symmetry that 
Now we apply lemma 4.3 to the last term in the right side of (5.44). Define (since the norm may be nonmeasurable), and notice that 
Notice that all the covariances above are negative. Also, if in particular PI = ... = pn = n-t, it follows that El"'!~1 = 1 + (n l)/n -t 2, and that EAt!t < 15 (a crude bound). satisfy BI-B3: EM~l = 1 +(n -1)/n -t 2; EM~l < 15, and Cov CM~I,1\1~2) < 0 can be checked in the list above. 
